
Print is a fundamental capability
With around 9,000 devices on contract, Cambridge-based ASL provides its customers 
with reliable, high performance print solutions. And with printing being such a fundamental 
capability for businesses and organisations across the spectrum, equipment serviceability 
has to be maintained and fully supported. When a breakdown occurs, ASL has the resources 
to respond with efficient, well-managed field engineering and parts logistics services. Bryan 
Borley, ASL National Service Manager, said: “There’s no doubt that K8 Field Service plays a 
significant role in our business processes and ultimately helps us to deliver a quality solution 
to our customers which meets SLA requirements.”         

Real-time Management Dashboard
ASL said that one of the principal benefits of K8 Field Service is the availability of 
accurate, real-time data. The system’s dashboard applications gives the company 
the information it needs in an instant, whether monitoring customer calls, or making 
decisions about a repair or piece of equipment. “At a glance we can, for example, see 
the machines that are currently unserviceable, the status of live calls and can easily 
identify any ‘difficult’ machines in the high call category that may be coming to end of 
life or facing technical issues. Given the growth in the range of equipment we supply 
and support, K8 Field Service also helps to optimise our parts stock levels, particularly 
for older devices.” 

Mobile technologies at work
ASL implemented the K8 Field Service mobile application as part of the original 
installation; its capabilities as a fully integrated communications channel between head 
office functions and field engineers are highly valued by the company. 

ASL gives greater control to
customers with K8 Field 
Service Customer Portal

ASL is one of the UK’s largest independent managed 
print solutions suppliers. The company’s fully integrated 
K8 Field Service system is not only essential for 
managing business operations, but ASL is also 
harnessing its capabilities to support strategic growth. 
Notably, the company is progressively deploying the 
system’s K8 Field Service Customer Portal – enabling 
its customers to self-serve key requirements. 

Benefits
• Reduced overheads

• Fast, accurate billing

• Supports first-time fix objective

• Improved data entry disciplines

• Simplified customer reporting 

• Enhanced customer experience
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“In addition to call status management, engineers are able to view detail in multiple sort 
dimensions to help schedule attendance sequence. They can also view parts stock held 
in vehicle and warehouse, as well as place orders.” Ultimately, engineers use the app to 
close a call with the customer’s signature and company systems are automatically 
updated in sync. “Without the mobile app, it’s unlikely that we could get close to being 
able to deliver such a high standard of customer service.”

Customer Portal
With the growing trend to engage more closely with customers, providing transparency 
and information visibility, ASL made the commitment to implement the K8 Field Service 
Customer Portal. Initially the company is deploying the facilities to its larger customers 
and those who are introducing a new fleet of equipment. “The K8 Field Service Customer 
Portal represented a fair investment on our part at the outset – including some specified 
customisation. We knew that giving our customers the ability to log calls, view status 
detail, parts and toner delivery tracking and access equipment performance, would be 
extremely beneficial.  They like the look and feel, but more importantly appreciate having 
live, system generated data.  In parallel, by offering a more ‘self-service’ approach to 
selected customers, we can move towards reducing our own overhead demands and 
focus more attention on other business priorities.”  

Ensuring the basics, building the business
ASL is on a journey that’s set to see the business expand and grow, but in talking to ASL, 
they also know about the importance of keeping a tight grip on the basics. “Intrinsically, 
we place considerable reliance on the K8 Field Service system and for us that means 
ensuring that data is 100% accurate from the point of input. Now with the Customer 
Portal, the need for quality at every level is even more crucial and we expect greater use 
of the facilities as rollout continues. We certainly see its potential as a new business 
sales tool and given that we are in a highly competitive sector, offering a broader range 
of ‘experience’ services is growing in importance. ” said Bryan.

By offering a more ‘self-service’ approach to 
selected customers, we can move towards 
reducing our own overhead demands and focus 
more attention on other business priorities.” 
Bryan Borley, ASL National Service Manager
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Highlights
• Fully integrated business processes 

• Real-time dashboard information 

• Clear management action areas 

• Sales tool differentiator

• Field service team connectivity

About Kerridge Commercial Systems (KCS)
KCS provides advanced, fully integrated business systems, installation and support services for the manufacturing and field service markets, the company has over 
40 years of extensive knowledge and experience of working with manufacturers, field service engineers and distributors across many sectors. Our class leading 
solutions are functionally rich and highly flexible. 

Our solutions have a track record of delivering wide ranging benefits including greater operational efficiency and cost savings, resource and asset utilisation,                
together with real-time information for management decision making.
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